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CL ICK TO L EARN MORE AB OUT
THE AKO PROJECT:
MADAGASCAR L EMUR
ADVENTURES & TO SHOP

Find organic spices from Madagascar
in our Amazon store

HAPPY HOLIDAY FROM ALL OF US LEMURS!
WE SURE APPRECIATE YOUR SUPPORT
AN EVENING OF LEMUR ENCHANTMENT

children's puzzle available in our
Amazon store

Join Our Mailing List!
Can You Join Us?
We're all looking forward to an enchanting night together on Thursday,
December 12, 2013 at Michael's On East!
Cocktails at 6:00 with Dinner at 7:00
There will be a silent auction with very special items like a lemur themed
Hermes scarf, jewelry by by premier craftsman and artist, Valentin Magro,
known for his exquisite work offered by Tiffany & Co, Harry Winston, and David
Webb, and original art works.
Entertainment includes a performance by the 'Lemur Dancers.'
Click here for a preview of their performance!
Follow This Link For More Information and to RSVP
Can't attend, but would like to send a donation?

Ring-tailed lemur s at the fo r est do mes. Image by Phil Sir o is

Do Lemurs Take Advantage of What Others See But Not
What They Hear?
Mary Bates, Ph.D. reports on a lemur behavior study conducted by
Duke University researchers.
"Joel Bray, Christopher Krupenye, and Brian Hare of Duke University
wanted to see if ring-tailed lemurs could take the perspective of
others.
Previous research showed that both chimpanzees and rhesus
macaques seem to have an understanding of what others can see and
hear. Like those primates, ring-tailed lemurs also live in large social
groups.
According to the social intelligence hypothesis, this kind of group living
drives the evolution of sophisticated cognitive skills. When living is a
group, it might be helpful to understand the perceptual or
psychological states of other individuals, such as what they can see and
hear or even that others have different beliefs and intentions.
To test the lemurs' understanding of what others can see and hear,
Bray, Krupenye, and Hare gave them a task in which they had to sneak
food from a human competitor. Lemurs were presented with two

boxes, each one containing a treat. One box had noisy bells attached to
its lid so that it jangled when the box was opened. The human sat
behind the boxes, with either his back turned or facing forward. If he
saw or heard the lemur attempting to retrieve any food, the human
would take it away.
Lemurs approached the boxes more often and more quickly when the
human's back was turned than when he was facing them. This suggests
the lemurs are sensitive to what others can see.
But when the human had his back turned, the lemurs didn't show any
preference for the silent box, even though attempting to open the
noisy box resulted in the human turning around and taking the food
away. In other words, lemurs were not sensitive to what others can
hear."
CLICK HERE to read the article in WIRED Magazine's ZOOLOGIC
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